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Overview: 
For the month ended October 31, 2022, Nifty 50 index closed 5.37% higher over previous 
month’s close. Mid and smallcaps underperformed large caps. NSE Midcap 100 index was 
up 2.49% and NSE Smallcap 100 index was up 2.59% over the previous month. Within sectors 
banks, financial services, oil & gas and information technology outperformed Nifty 50 
whereas consumer goods, media, realty and pharma underperformed.  
 

 
Source: National Stock Exchange of India 

 
Fig: YTD performance India and global equity indices (in USD)  

 
Source: Motilal Oswal Institutional Research 

 
Foreign funds (FIIs/FPIs) were net buyers in October 2022 at 1.03bn but their net flows for 
calendar year 2022 stand at negative USD20.8bn.  
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Indian economy continues to demonstrate strength month after month. Goods and Services 

Tax (GST) collections for October 2022 were Rs.1.517trillion. This is the second highest 

collection with April 2022 being the highest at Rs.1.67trillion. This also the eighth straight 

month where GST collections have remained above Rs.1.4 trillion. Strong GST collections 

provide additional headroom for Government’s investment led growth approach. 

 

India’s factory growth activity further expanded in October thus pushing companies to hire 
more workers. The Manufacturing Purchasing Manager’s index compiled by S&P Global rose 
to 55.3 (better than Reuters poll estimates of 54.9) and has remained above 50 for sixteen 
months. 
 
Automobile sales volumes indicate strong festive growth across segments. Dispatches for 
passenger vehicles grew 30% YoY driven by strong demand and high order backlog. 
Domestic motorcycles and scooters sales grew by double-digits in festive season. In tractors, 
YoY growth despite high base was a positive surprise. Commercial vehicles demand remains 
strong. 
 
As per Reserve Bank of India (RBI), India’s banking sector credit growth was up 18.4% YoY. 
Segment-wise trends for September 2022 indicate growth in personal loans (+2.2% MoM), 
education loan (+2.4% MoM), NBFCs (+2.4% MoM) and retail trade (+5.1% MoM). While the 
growth was broad-based, services and retail grew faster. Credit to industry segment was at 
+1.4% MoM, supported by healthy pick-up in large corporates. So far, Q2FY2023 trends 
indicate that loan growth is healthy an broad based.  
 
Our view:  

Financials have primarily driven overall year on year increase in aggregate profit during 
Q2FY2023 for the NSE200 universe so far. However, commodity companies within the 
NSE200 have gone into the loss pool on an aggregate basis due to declining realisations as 
global prices cool off coupled with introduction of new domestic taxes (windfall taxes, 
export duty, etc). The contraction in aggregate profit after tax within commodities is 
significantly higher than the expansion in profit pool of other non-financial stocks so far 
(information technology, auto, industrials, tobacco, consumption, and others).  
 
Contraction in profit pool of commodity producers due to falling prices is likely to augment 
the profit pool of commodity users going ahead if the robust domestic demand environment 
continues. Although still elevated compared to pre-covid period, commodity prices have 
started to cool off from the spike seen during Q1FY2023 while shipping costs have also fallen 
sharply. Moderation in these two costs should likely arrest further margin erosion for 
commodity users going by the latest commentary of companies in sectors such as auto, 
consumer goods and other industrials. On the other hand, robust domestic demand in areas 
related to the investment cycle (industrial capex and real estate) and higher end  
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discretionary consumption will allow such companies (commodity users) to retain their 
pricing power.  
 
Some of the loss in the profit pool of commodity producers will also see transfer towards 
public spending via additional taxes (windfall profit tax on oil producers, export duty, etc.) 
 

Fig: Trend in earnings of commodity producers and users 

 
Source: ISec Institutional Research 

 

We maintain, foreign portfolio outflows due to global events are impacting Indian market 
despite a robust and stable economy. India’s challenges, we believe, are more external (and 
less internal).  

 
With strong credit growth and cooling off commodity prices (India is highly dependent on 
commodity imports, hence runs a trade deficit), we should expect Indian economy to grow 
further, and have a positive impact on corporate earnings. 
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Disclaimer: Nothing contained herein constitutes nor is intended to constitute an offer, inducement, promise, or contract of any kind. Notwithstanding 

any language to the contrary, these materials are for informational purposes only and are not intended to be, and should not be construed as, an offer to sell 
or a solicitation of an offer to purchase any securities, neither of EquiPoise Capital Management Pvt Ltd nor of any entity o r other investment vehicle 
managed/advised by EquiPoise Capital Management Pvt Ltd or its affiliates. This document/presentation contains confidential information. EquiPoise Capital 
Management Pvt Ltd, its affiliates/- sponsors/employees, directors shall not be liable for any loss, damage, liability whatsoever for any direct or indirect loss 
arising from the use or access of any information that may be displayed in this document/publication/presentation from time to  time. Recipients of the 
information contained herein should exercise due care and caution and read the offer document (including if necessary, obtaining the advice of tax /legal/ 
accounting/ financial/ other professionals) prior to taking of any decision, acting or omitting to act, on the basis of the information contained herein. This 
document/presentation may not be reproduced, distributed or otherwise used except with our written consent. Each person, by accepting these materials, 
is deemed to agree to the foregoing, and to agree to return these materials to us promptly upon request. This document/presentation contains certain 
statements, estimates and forecasts with respect to future performance and events. These statements, estimates and forecasts are “forward-looking 
statements”. In some cases, forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “may”, “might”, “will”, “should”, 
“expect”, “plan”, “intend”, “estimate”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “predict”, “potential” or “continue” or the negatives thereof or variations thereon or similar 
terminology. All statements other than statements of historical fact included in this document/presentation are forward-looking statements and are based 
on various underlying assumptions and expectations and are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and assumptions,  may include projections 
of future financial performance based on model portfolios and anticipated trends in our business. These statements are only predictions based on our current 
expectations and projections about future events. There are important factors that could cause our actual results, level of activity, performance or 
achievements to differ materially from the results, level of activity, performance or achievements expressed or implied in the forward-looking statements. As 
a result, there can be no assurance that the forward-looking statements included in this newsletter will prove to be accurate or correct. In-light of these risks, 
uncertainties and assumptions, the future performance or events described in the forward-looking statements in this document/presentation might not 
occur. Accordingly, you should not rely upon forward-looking statements as a prediction of actual results and we do not assume any responsibility for the 
accuracy or completeness of any of these forward-looking statements that may be made from time to time. We are under no obligation (and expressly 
disclaim any such obligation) to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future developments or otherwise. 
The data contained herein is for informational purposes only and is not represented to be error free. 

 


